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We experimentally demonstrate the generation of a three-photon discrete-energy-entangled W
state using multi-photon-pair generation by spontaneous four-wave mixing in an optical fiber. We
show that by making use of prior information on the photon source we can verify the state produced
by this source without resorting to frequency conversion.
Multiphoton entangled states are a rich resource for
fundamental tests of quantum mechanics [1–4] and enable
an array of powerful quantum communication protocols
[5–7]. As the maximally entangled state of one of the two
classes of genuine tripartite entanglement, the tripartite
W state has a form:
|W 〉 = 1√
3
(|bba〉+ |bab〉+ |abb〉), (1)
where |a〉 and |b〉 are orthogonal states. Multipartite
entanglement is not a trivial generalization of bipar-
tite entanglement [8], which has been extensively stud-
ied and demonstrated, and a W state cannot be trans-
formed into a Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) state
[9, 10] through local operations and classical communi-
cation [11]. Compared to a three-photon GHZ state, the
entanglement of a three-photon W state is more robust
against loss, as the remaining two-photon system still re-
tains some entanglement [12, 13]. W states with large
numbers of photons enable clear violations of local real-
ism and are more distillable than GHZ states in a noisy
channel [14]. Although less studied than the GHZ state,
the W state has been shown to have promising applica-
tions in quantum teleportation, superdense coding, and
quantum key distribution [15–19].
To date, demonstrations of photonic W states have
used the polarization degree of freedom (DOF) of pho-
ton pairs generated by spontaneous parametric down-
conversion [20–24]. Entanglement in polarization is not
always optimal for long-distance communication through
optical fibers, due to polarization mode dispersion [25];
it was recently proposed [26] that a W state could be
generated using the energy DOF, a possibility which has
not yet been implemented. As the energy of a pho-
ton cannot be easily altered without a strong nonlinear-
ity or modulating field, the propagation of an energy-
entangled W state is inherently robust against decoher-
ence. After transmission, if matrix transformations are
required for further quantum processing, a wide range of
demonstrated single-photon frequency conversion tech-
niques [27–30] can be applied. Thus, it makes sense to
study energy as a valuable DOF, even in the context of
multipartite states. The scheme for generating a discrete-
energy-entangled W state can be based on multi-pair
generation in a single nonlinear material, which makes
it relatively easy to implement in bulk optics, while also
potentially realizable in an integrated optics platform for
enhanced scalability and efficiency [26, 31].
In this work, we demonstrate the generation of a three-
photon discrete-energy-entangled W state in an opti-
cal fiber. Simultaneous generation of two photon pairs
through spontaneous four-wave mixing (SFWM) is fol-
lowed by the energy-resolved detection of one of the pho-
tons. This determines the W state that characterizes the
other three photons, when post-selected on a three-fold
coincidence. We verify the generation of the W state via
a reduced density matrix technique [32]. Making use of
prior information on the photon source, and experiments
that mix the channel outputs, we show that a sequence
of coincidence measurements is sufficient to determine its
density matrix without the need for frequency conversion.
The quantum state of photons generated in optical
fibers through SFWM can be written as [26]:
|Ψ〉 = (1−O(|β|2)) |vac〉+ βa†Ba†R |vac〉
+
β2
2
(a†B)
2(a†R)
2 |vac〉+ · · · ,
(2)
where |β|2 is the probability of generating a photon pair,
and a†B and a
†
R are the creation operators for signal (blue-
detuned from the pump, referred to as blue or B) and
idler (red or R) photons. We have truncated the expan-
sion at second order, which corresponds to the creation
of two photon pairs. While multi-pair generation is un-
desirable for photon-pair sources, it can be used to pro-
duce multipartite entanglement; compared to using two
independent photon-pair sources, using one optical fiber
to generate multipartite entanglement is much easier to
implement. while still having comparable generation ef-
ficiencies. After propagating through a series of beam-
splitters, shown in Fig. 1(a), the state (2) becomes [26]:
|Ψ〉 = α |Ψ0〉+ γ 1√
2
[|B〉i ⊗ |W1〉+ |R〉i ⊗ |W2〉] , (3)
where |Ψ0〉 encompasses all the terms not leading to a
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2FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup for genera-
tion of the discrete-energy-entangled W state. (b) The setup
used to measure coincidences for all possible energy combi-
nations for the three channels j, k and l, with the filters
for measuring the |Rj,Bk,Rl〉 term shown as an example.
The filters are chosen to pass either blue or red photons at
each channel for the different projection measurements. (c)
Nested interferometers used to measure the reduced density
matrix. PMF, polarization-maintaining fiber; BP, bandpass
filter; BS1-4, beamsplitter; LC, liquid crystal; D, dichroic mir-
ror; RF, red filter; BF, blue filter; APD, avalanche photodi-
ode.
single photon per output channel, |α|2 + |γ|2 = 1,
|W1〉 = 1√3 (|RRB〉jkl + |RBR〉jkl + |BRR〉jkl), (4)
|W2〉 = 1√3 (|BBR〉jkl + |BRB〉jkl + |RBB〉jkl), (5)
and i, j, k, l indicate channels. The second term of Eq.
(3) can be taken as the relevant quantum state, assuming
that the probability of generating more than two pairs at
a time is negligible, and that events associated with sin-
gle pairs, as well as those without a single photon per
channel, can be eliminated through the post-selection of
four-fold coincidences. Depending on the detected energy
of the photon exiting the first channel i, the photons ex-
iting the other three channels j, k, and l are in one of the
W states, |W1〉 or |W2〉. Note that in general among the
three terms in (4) or (5) there will be relative phases asso-
ciated with the different distances of the source from the
three detectors (See Supplemental Material). To retain
the coherence of the superposition two conditions must
be met: (i) a coherence condition, which requires a typi-
cal path length difference ∆L smaller than the coherence
length of each photon, i.e. ∆L  2pi/∆κ, where ∆κ is
the fluctuation of the wave vector difference determined
by the bandwidths of the blue and red photons; (ii) a sta-
bility condition, which requires δ(∆L) 2pi/∆k0, where
δ(∆L) is the fluctuation of the path length difference,
and ∆k0 ≡ kB − kR.
A schematic of our experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 1(a). A 1 m polarization-maintaining optical fiber
(PMF, PM780-HP) is pumped by a train of ∼ 100 fs
pulses with center wavelength 810 nm and repetition rate
80 MHz from a modelocked Ti:sapphire laser. Pairs of
sideband photons are created through SFWM: signal
photons at 694 nm and idler photons at 975 nm. The
reflection/transmission ratios of the beamsplitters BS1-3
are chosen to be 25/75, 33/67, and 50/50, respectively,
resulting in each photon having a probability of 14 to
arrive at each channel, maximizing the generation effi-
ciency of the W state. Avalanche photodiodes (APDs,
SPCM-AQ4C) are placed in each channel to detect the
photons. A bandpass filter that only transmits blue is
placed in front of detector i, such that a four-fold coinci-
dence event corresponds to the post-selection of the state
|W1〉 for the remaining three photons. The estimated
photon-pair generation efficiency is about 0.02 per pulse
for the minimal power we use in the experiment, which
gives relatively low higher-order photon-pair generation
but enough for detecting two-pair generation. The cou-
pling efficiency and detector efficiency are 80% (75%) and
55% (11%) for signal (idler) photons. Note that the four-
fold coincidence rates are already shown in Fig. 2(b).
With moderate pump power (∼ 20 mW), we first mea-
sure four-fold coincidences involving a blue photon in
channel i and all possible combinations of energies for
the other three channels, namely |RRR〉jkl, |RRB〉jkl,
|RBR〉jkl, |BRR〉jkl, |RBB〉jkl, |BRB〉jkl, |BBR〉jkl,
and |BBB〉jkl. Figure 1(b) shows the setup correspond-
ing to the combination |RBR〉jkl, with bandpass filters
used to determine if blue or red photons are detected in
each channel. The extracted probabilities are plotted in
Fig. 2(a), in which the three terms |RRB〉jkl, |RBR〉jkl,
and |BRR〉jkl, associated with the state |W1〉, are dom-
inant with approximately 33% probability each. The
other terms are small and come from higher-order pair
generation and Raman noise; the lack of counts for the
|BBB〉jkl term indicates there are no contributions from
dark counts. Figure 2(b) shows the four-fold coincidence
counts for the three dominant terms as a function of the
pump power. Least-squares fits show that, as expected,
the four-fold coincidences scale with the fourth power of
the pump power, which confirm these terms arise from
two-pair generation. The imbalance between these three
terms arises from the imperfection of the beamsplitters.
These measurements are not sufficient to completely
characterize the post-selected three photon state. In-
deed, the appropriate incoherent mixture of |RBR〉jkl,
|RRB〉jkl and |BRR〉jkl would lead to the same results
as the state |W1〉 of Eq. 4.
To reconstruct the density matrix of the generated
state we make use of a strategy based on the so-called ”re-
duced density matrix approach”. It was recently shown
3FIG. 2. (a) Measured probabilities of all possible energy com-
binations. |RRB〉jkl, |RBR〉jkl and |BRR〉jkl are dominant
components with about 1
3
probability, which is as expected for
the |W1〉 state. (b) Logarithmic plot of four-fold coincidence
measurements as a function of pump power. The black, blue
and red lines are linear least-squares fits for states |RBR〉jkl,
|RRB〉jkl and |BRR〉jkl, with slopes of 4.02± 0.04, 4.06±0.08
and 4.00± 0.03, respectively.
that some classes of multipartite entangled states, in-
cluding three-photon W states, can be determined by
constructing a set of reduced density matrices [32]. This
approach was tested experimentally via nuclear magnetic
resonance in a molecular sample, where the high fideli-
ties between the results of full quantum state tomography
and those deduced from two-particle reduced density ma-
trices were found to be robust against experimental noise
[32]. Here we use this method to characterize our pho-
tonic state. In our case one needs to reconstruct the three
reduced density matrices associated with the detection of
a red photon in one of the channels j, k, or l following
the detection of a blue photon in channel i.
For example, in the case of a detection of a red photon
in channel j, the generic density operator ρI describing
the photons exiting from channels k and l for experi-
mental runs involving two photons in those channels (see
FIG. 3. (a) Single photon spectrum of blue (blue solid line)
and red (red dashed line) photons. (b) Single photon interfer-
ence counts of blue (blue circles) and red (red triangles) pho-
tons after the interferometers as a function of voltage across
the liquid crystals. The black circles with arrows indicate the
voltages across the liquid crystals that are chosen for phases
φB and φR.
Fig. 1(c) and the Supplemental Material) is
ρI =
10∑
a,b=1
|a〉 〈a| ρI |b〉 〈b| ≡
10∑
a,b=1
|a〉 ρIab 〈b| , (6)
where |1〉 = |RR, 0〉kl, |2〉 = |R,R〉kl, |3〉 = |0, RR〉kl,
|4〉 = |RB, 0〉kl, |5〉 = |R,B〉kl, |6〉 = |B,R〉kl, |7〉 =
|0, RB〉kl, |8〉 = |BB, 0〉kl, |9〉 = |B,B〉kl, and |10〉 =
|0, BB〉kl. To determine the matrix elements ρIab, a tra-
ditional quantum state tomography approach would in-
volve projections on linear combinations of the states of
different energies [33], which for the large energy differ-
ences of our source would require frequency conversion
[34, 35]. However, in our case we can take advantage of
prior information on our source: 1) photons are emitted
in pairs by non-degenerate SFWM, and 2) the probability
for higher-order pair generation is small. Relying on en-
ergy conservation, we thus set to zero all the elements cor-
responding to photon pairs in which both photons have
the same energy (i.e. |1〉 , |2〉 , |3〉 , |8〉 , |9〉 , |10〉). In our
case, this procedure leads to a systematic error of about
43% given the coincidence-to-accidentals ratio of 30 (see
Fig. 2(a)). The resulting matrix corresponds to a partic-
ular class of states that belong to a much smaller Hilbert
space and can be characterized through a sequence of lin-
ear measurements (see Supplemental Material). We also
notice that, since we demonstrate the generation of an
energy-entangled W1 state in post-selection on four-fold
coincidences, to reconstruct the state of photons exiting
different channels we only need to determine the elements
ρI55, ρ
I
56, and ρ
I
66.
To determine these elements without frequency con-
version, however, we need to go beyond Local Opera-
tions and Classical Communications (LOCC) measure-
ments that would be involved in application protocols
of W states with parties at separated sites j, k, l. We
build two nested interferometers, as shown in Fig. 1(c).
From channel l, blue and red photons travel through an
offset Sagnac interferometer closed by a dichroic mirror
(D). The phases φB and φR acquired along the blue and
red paths, respectively, are controlled independently us-
ing two liquid crystal (LC) plates. The output from the
Sagnac interferometer is combined with that from chan-
nel k by a 50/50 beamsplitter outputting into two new
channels labelled m and n. Dichroic mirrors are placed
in channels m and n to separate blue and red photons
and facilitate their spectral analysis using four detectors.
Finally, bandpass filters are used to suppress pump and
Raman noise before detection, which is performed using
avalanche photodiodes.
As mentioned before, observing this discrete-energy
entangled W state requires that coherence and stabil-
ity conditions are met. The spectra of the blue and red
photons, shown in Fig. 3(a), are measured using a single-
photon-level spectrometer (Andor Shamrock 500i/iDus
420). The measured bandwidths of 2.1 nm (blue) and
4.3 nm (red) allow a value of up to approximately 112µm
for the path length difference to satisfy the coherence con-
dition. The effective path length difference can be iden-
tified by checking the single-photon interference of blue
and red photons after the interferometers in Fig. 1(c).
Due to differing thicknesses of glass in the paths of the
blue and red photons, there is an additional delay for
the red photons. We insert a pair of wedges in the path
of the blue photons within the Sagnac interferometer to
compensate for this delay. The stability condition re-
quires the nested interferometers to be phase-stable with
fluctuations in the path length δ(∆L)  1.7µm. The
use of an offset Sagnac geometry provides stability for
the inner interferometer. A reference diode laser is sent
through the nested interferometers for active stabiliza-
tion of the outer interferometer. The phases φB and φR
are determined through single photon interference of blue
and red photons as the voltage across the liquid crystals
is tuned.
By means of coincidence measurements on photons ex-
iting channels m and n with phases φB and φR set to 0
or pi/2 we find [36] that
Re(ρI56) =
1
2
[
1− P (m,n)BR (0, 0)− P (m,n)RB (0, 0)− P (m,n)BR
(pi
2
,
pi
2
)
− P (m,n)RB
(pi
2
,
pi
2
)]
,
Im(ρI56) =
1
2
[
P
(m,n)
BR
(
0,
pi
2
)
+ P
(m,n)
RB
(
0,
pi
2
)
− P (m,n)BR
(pi
2
, 0
)
− P (m,n)RB
(pi
2
, 0
)]
,
(7)
where P
(m,n)
BR (φB , φR) is the probability of a coincidence
detection of a blue and a red photon exiting channels m
and n when phases φB and φR are applied, respectively.
The circled voltages in Fig. 3(b) are the experimental
set points for 0 or pi/2 phase as needed in (7), which is
derived assuming zero phase difference between the two
arms of the outer interferometer. Finally, ρI55 and ρ
I
66
are measured by simply excluding the last 50/50 beam-
splitter (BS4 in Fig. 1(c)). A full characterization of the
tripartite W state is then obtained by iterating the en-
tire procedure on photons exiting from channels j&l and
channels k&j. In all cases, we post-select upon the de-
tection of a blue photon in i and a red photon in the
remaining channel.
The real and imaginary parts of the reconstructed re-
duced density matrices describing the photon pairs exit-
ing from different channels upon the detection of a red
photon in channel j, k, or l are shown in Fig. 4. Please
note that we did not subtract accidentals in any of the
measured terms. The uncertainties characterizing both
the phase instability and the Poissonian statistics of the
counts are indicated by the error bars. From these results
we can reconstruct the density matrix of the generated
state, and we confirm that this is the discrete-energy-
entangled W state |W1〉 in (4) with an estimated fidelity
of 92%± 6% and an estimated purity of 90%± 10% (see
Supplemental Material for the W state density matrix).
The fidelity and purity are overestimated due to small
but finite counts in some of the zeroed elements; based
on Fig. 2(a), the contribution of this systematic error is
less than the statistical error of the measured values.
In summary, we have successfully observed the gen-
eration of a discrete-energy-entangled W state produced
in polarization-maintaining fiber via SFWM. We char-
acterized the state without implementing any frequency
conversion, taking advantage of previous information on
5FIG. 4. The real (left) and imaginary (right) parts of the re-
constructed reduced density matrices for k&l (top), j&l (mid-
dle) and k&j (bottom) channels. The error bars represent the
uncertainty due to phase instability and statistical noise.
the source, reduced density matrix strategy, and exper-
iments which mix the output of different channels. The
reconstructed reduced density matrix shows good fidelity
to the expected state. With its robustness against noise
and loss, we anticipate the discrete-energy-entangled W
state and this characterization method to find useful ap-
plications in future quantum information protocols. BF
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